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Subtest administration, rules for primary subtests:
behaviors to note on Block Design, 80—81; behaviors to note on Coding, 90—91; behaviors to note on Digit Span, 88—89; behaviors to note on Figure Weights, 95; behaviors to note on Matrix Reasoning, 85—86; behaviors to note on Picture Span, 98; behaviors to note on Similarities, 83—84; behaviors to note on Symbol Search, 100–101; behaviors to note on Visual Puzzles, 96; behaviors to note on Vocabulary, 92–93; Block Design (Visual
Spatial Index), 78—81; changes in administration from WISC-IV to WISC-V: Subtest 1, Block Design, 79; changes in administration from WISC-IV to WISC-V: Subtest 2, Similarities, 83; changes in administration from WISC-IV to WISC-V: Subtest 3, Matrix Reasoning, 85; changes in administration from WISC-IV to WISC-V: Subtest 4, Digit Span, 87—88; changes in administration from WISC-IV to WISC-V: Subtest 5, Coding, 90; changes in administration from WISC-IV to WISC-V: Subtest 6, Vocabulary, 92; changes in administration from WISC-IV to WISC-V: Subtest 10, Symbol Search, 100; Coding (Processing Speed Index), 89—91; common errors on Block Design subtest, 122; common errors on Coding subtest, 125; common errors on Digit Span subtest, 124; common errors on Figure Weights subtest, 123; common errors on Matrix Reasoning subtest, 122; common errors on Picture Span subtest, 124; common errors on Similarities subtest, 120—121; common errors on Symbol Search subtest, 125; common errors on Visual Puzzles subtest, 122; common errors on Vocabulary subtest, 121; Digit Span (Working Memory Index), 86—89; Figure Weights (Fluid Reasoning Index), 93—95; Matrix Reasoning (Fluid Reasoning Index), 84—86; Picture Span (Working Memory Index), 97—98; seating arrangement for Block Design Subtest, 82; Similarities (Verbal Comprehension Index), 82—84; Symbol Search (Processing Speed Index), 99—101; Visual Puzzles (Visual Spatial Index), 95—97; Vocabulary (Verbal Comprehension Index), 91—93

Subtest administration, rules for secondary and complementary subtests: Arithmetic (Fluid Reasoning Index, Secondary), 116—118; behaviors to note on Arithmetic, 117–118; behaviors to note on Cancellation, 109; behaviors to note on Comprehension, 115–116; behaviors to note on Delayed Symbolic Translation, 119; behaviors to note on Immediate Symbol Translation, 113; behaviors to note on Information, 102–103; behaviors to note on Letter-Number Sequencing, 106–107; behaviors to note on Naming Speed Literacy, 111; behaviors to note on Naming Speed Quantity, 112; behaviors to note on Picture Concepts, 104–105; behaviors to note on Recognition Symbol Translation, 120; Cancellation (Processing Speed Index, Secondary), 108–109; changes in administration from the WISC-IV to the WISC-V: Subtest 11, Information, 102; changes in administration from the WISC-IV to the WISC-V: Subtest 12, Picture Concepts, 104; changes in administration from WISC-IV to WISC-V: Subtest 18, Comprehension, 115; changes in administration from the WISC-IV to the WISC-V: Subtest 19, Arithmetic, 117; common errors on Arithmetic Subtest, 123; common errors on Cancellation Subtest, 125; common errors on Comprehension Subtest, 121; common errors on Delayed Symbol Translation Subtest, 126; common errors on Immediate Symbol Translation Subtest, 126; common errors on Information Subtest, 121; common errors on Letter-Number Sequencing Subtest, 124; common errors on Naming Speed Literacy Subtest, 126; common errors on Picture Concepts Subtest, 123; common errors on Recognition Symbol Translation Subtest, 126–127; Comprehension (Verbal Comprehension Index, Secondary), 114–116; Delayed Symbol Translation (Complementary), 118–119; Immediate Symbol Translation (Complementary), 112–113; Information (Verbal Comprehension Index, Secondary), 101–103; Letter-Number Sequencing (Working Memory Index, Secondary), 105–107; Naming Speed Literacy (Complementary), 109–111; Naming Speed Quantity (Complementary), 111–112; Picture Concepts (Fluid Reasoning index, Secondary), 103–105; Recognition Symbol Translation (Complementary), 119–120

Subtest and process score comparison worksheets (Appendix 6.D): complementary subtest comparison worksheet, 403; Fluid
Reasoning and Visual Spatial subtest scaled score, 401–402; Processing Speed subtest, 402–403; Verbal Comprehension subtest scaled score comparison worksheet, 401; Working Memory subtest, 402–403

Subtests, rules for starting and discontinuing, 64–71; behaviors to note on Coding, 90–91; starting points and whether reverse rules apply, 64–67 Rapid Reference 2.5; summary of WISC-V subtest discontinue rules, 70 Table 2.3; summary of WISC-V subtest reverse rules, 67–68 Table 2.2
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WISC-V, administration: appropriate feedback and encouragement, 58–59 Rapid Reference 2.3; appropriate testing conditions, 53–55; considerations, 63–64; deciding on, versus another battery for 6-and 16-year-olds, 64 Tab. 2.1; frequently asked questions, 127–129; querying, 76–78; rapport with examinee, 55–61; recording responses, 71–74; rules for starting and discontinuing subtests, 64–71; special considerations for testing children at extreme ends of age range, 63–64; subtest administration, 127–132; subtest-by-subtest rules, for primary subtests, 78–101; subtest-by-subtest rules, for secondary and complementary subtests, 101–127; testing individuals with special needs, 61–63; timing, 74–76

WISC-V, interpretation: Amanda’s performance on WISC-V, 169–170 Rapid Reference 4.2; bottom portion of test-specific tabs on X-BASS: confidence interval for score reporting, 176 Fig. 4.1; classification system for, 172 Rapid Reference 4.4; generic classification system to classify all scores in psychoeducational report, 174 Rapid Reference 4.6; getting started, 169; location of information in WISC manuals needed for score conversions, 171 Rapid Reference 4.3; note about classification intervals, 175–178; note about classification systems, 171–172 Rapid Reference 4.3; overview, 167–169; score report from X-BASS with Amanda’s data displayed with 68% confidence, 176 Fig. 4.2; score report from X-BASS with Amanda’s data displayed with 95% confidence, 177 Fig. 4.3; some reasons for using 68% confidence intervals for score reporting, 177–178 Rapid Reference 4.7; step-by-step, 178–180; summary of, step-by-step, 168–169 Rapid Reference 4.1

WISC-V, interpretation, step 1: determine best way to describe overall intellectual ability, 182–209; composition of FSIQ and selected primary and ancillary index scales for describing overall intellectual ability, 183 Rapid Reference 4.9; data for Alycia, 198 Rapid Reference 4.16; definition of cohesion and clinical meaningfulness, 185 Rapid Reference 4.10; example of decision making process for NVI versus FSIQ, 198–199; example of X-BASS output for determining best estimate of global ability for Alycia, 199 Fig. 4.4; FSIQs cohesive, but not considered clinically meaningful, 195–196; GAI as alternative to FSIQ, 199–209; is NVI or FSIQ best estimate of overall intellectual ability for ELS or language related disorder—summary of steps, 186–191 Rapid Reference 4.12; nature and meaning of global ability composites, 196–197 Rapid Reference 4.15; note about clinical meaningfulness, 193–194; NVI as alternative to FSIQ, 184–193; percentage of standardized sample obtaining high minus low scaled score difference between 5 and 9, inclusive, 193 Rapid Reference 4.13; sample statement by X-BASS for individual who is WL or suspected of having language-related disorder, 186 Rapid Reference 4.11; two children with same FSIQ but different scaled scores, 195 Rapid Reference 4.14; why detailed analyses are necessary to determine best estimate of global ability, 192–193

WISC-V, interpretation, step 2: analyze Primary Index Scales, 209; CHC broad and narrow abilities measured by Primary Index Scales, 210–217; cohesion analysis of Primary Index Scales using X-BASS, 222 Rapid Reference 4.22; criteria used in X-BASS for follow-up analysis for composites that are made up of two scores, 230 Tab 4.1; example of cohesion and follow-up statements for Amanda’s VCI and FRI in X-BASS, 223 Fig. 4.5; example of cohesion and follow-up statements for Amanda’s VSI and WMI in X-BASS, 224 Fig. 4.6; example of non-cohesive composite reported and interpreted for Marie, 227 Fig. 4.8; example of X-BASS output when follow-up may be necessary for the FRI, 247 Fig. 4.9; examples of cohesion analysis
for Fluid Reasoning Index (FRI), 226
Rapid Reference 4.23; examples of what is
meant by “follow-up” in X-BASS,
228—229 Rapid Reference 4.24; follow-up
assessment, 227; guidance provided by
X-BASS based on follow-up analysis,
243—244 Rapid Reference 4.26;
guidelines for index score interpretation
based on cohesion and follow-up analysis,
244—246 Rapid Reference 4.27; note
about construct representation, 218—221;
portion of interpretive output summary for
Amanda from X-BASS, 225 Fig. 4.7;
Primary Index Scale cohesion, 221—228
; summary of five Primary Indexes, 210 Rapid
Reference 4.19; two-subtest composites,
231—242 Rapid Reference 4.25
WISC-V, interpretation, step 3: analyze the
Ancillary Index Scales: Quantitative
Reasoning Index (QRI), Auditory Working
Memory (AWMI), and Cognitive
Proficiency Index (CPI), 248—249;
clinical utility of selected Ancillary Index
Scales, 249 Rapid Reference 4.29;
summary of three Ancillary Indexes, 248
Rapid Reference 4.28
WISC-V, interpretation, step 4: analyze the
Complementary Index Scales: Naming
Speed Index (NSI), Symbol Translation
Index (STI), and Storage and Retrieval
Index (SRI), 250—251; clinical utility of
Complementary Index Scales, 251—252
Rapid Reference 4.31; summary of the
three Ancillary Indexes, 251 Rapid
Reference 4.30
WISC-V, interpretation, step 5: determine
normative strengths and weaknesses in
Index Scale profile, 249—251; chart for
Categorizing Index Scale scores from a
normative perspective, 253 Rapid
Reference 4.32
WISC-V, interpretation, step 6 (optional):
determine personal strengths, personal
weaknesses, key assets, and high priority
concerns among Primary Index scales:
chart for Categorizing Index Scale scores
from a normative perspective, 254—266;
determination of strengths and weaknesses
using overall sample comparisons, 255 Tab.
4.2; determining strengths and weaknesses
using FSIQ 80—89, 257 Tab. 4.4;
determining strengths and weaknesses
using FSIQ 90—109, 258 Tab. 4.5;
determining strengths and weaknesses
using FSIQ 110—119, 259 Tab. 4.6;
determining strengths and weaknesses
using FSIQ 120 and higher, 260 Tab. 4.7;
determining strengths and weaknesses
using FSIQ less than 80 composite, 256
Tab. 4.3; interpretation of strengths and
weaknesses in Primary Index Scale profile,
264—266 Rapid Reference 4.34; note about
personal strengths and weaknesses,
254—266; terms used in strengths and
weaknesses analysis of Primary Index
Scales, 263 Rapid Reference 4.33
WISC-V, interpretation, step 7 (optional):
determine whether new clinical composites
are cohesive and add clinically relevant
information beyond that provided by
Primary, Ancillary, and Complementary
Scales, 266; cohesion analysis for clinical
composites made of three or more subtest,
273 Tab. 4.10; cohesion analysis for new
clinical composites made up of two
subtests, 272 Tab. 4.9; internal consistency
reliability coefficients and SEMs, 270–271
Tab. 4.8; summary of new clinical
composites, 267–268 Rapid Reference 4.35
WISC-V, overview of, 1–50; Alfred Binet and
“first” intelligence tests, 6–7; ancillary and
complementary index scales, 22 Fig. 1.3;
broad CHC classifications of WISC-V
subtests according to various data sources,
23 Rapid Reference 1.2; changes from
WISC-IV to WISC-V, 16–17; classification
of WISC-V subtest g-loadings, 32 Tab. 1.6;
composition of WISC-V Full Scale IQ, 20
Fig. 1.1; description, 13; descriptions of
WISC-V subtests, 18 Tab. 1.3; from
prediction to prevention, 2–3; previous editions, 13;
Primary Index Scales, 21 Fig. 1.2;
structure, 32; structure of WISC-V
composite scores and corresponding internal consistency coefficients, 31 Tab. 1.5; subtest structure of previous editions, 14 Tab. 1.1; suggested abilities and processes measured by WISC-V subtests and possible influences on subtest performance, 24–29 Rapid Reference 1.3; value of history of Wechsler Scales, 4–5; Wechsler's subtests, 11–12; WISC-V at a glance, 14–16 Tab. 1.2; Yerkes Point Scales, 12–13

WISC-V, scoring: allowable subtest substitutions for deriving FSIQ, 139 Tab. 3.1; appropriate situations for calculating index scores and FSIQ when raw scores of zero are obtained on subtests, 142; Arithmetic (FRI, Secondary) keys, 160; Block Design (VSI, Primary) key, 148 Tab. 3.5; Cancellation (PCI, Secondary) keys, 155—156; changes in scoring: Subtest 1, Block Design (VSA, Primary), 146 Tab. 3.2; changes in scoring: Subtest 2, Similarities (VCI, Primary), 147 Tab. 3.3; changes in scoring: Subtest 3, Matrix Reasoning (FRI, Primary), 147 Tab. 3.4; changes in scoring: Subtest 4, Digit Span (WMI, Primary), 147—148; changes in scoring: Subtest 5: Coding (WMI, Primary), 148—149; changes in scoring: Subtest 6, Vocabulary (VCI, Primary), 151 Tab. 3.7; changes in scoring: Subtest 10: Symbol Search (PSI, Primary), 153 Tab. 3.8; changes in scoring: Subtest 11: Information (VCI, Secondary), 154 Tab. 3.9; changes in scoring: Subtest 12: Picture Concepts (FRI, Secondary), 154 Tab. 3.10; changes in scoring: Subtest 14: Cancellation (PSI, Secondary), 156 Tab. 3.11; changes in scoring: Subtest 18: Comprehension (VCI, Secondary), 160 Tab. 3.12; common errors in calculating total raw scores, 135–136; Comprehension (VCI, Secondary) keys, 160; Delayed Symbol Translation (Complementary) keys, 161–162i; Digit Span (WMI, Primary) keys, 147—148; Flight Weights (FRI, Primary) keys, 151; frequently asked questions, 162—164 Rapid Reference 3.2; Immediate Symbol Translation (Complementary) keys, 158—159; indexes and FSIQ, 137—139; Information (VCI, Secondary) keys, 154; Letter-Number Sequencing (VMI, Secondary) keys, 155; Matrix Reasoning (FRI, Primary) key, 147; most frequent errors in obtaining scaled scores, 136—137; Naming Speed Literacy (Complementary) keys, 156—158; Naming Speed Quantity (Complementary) keys, 158–159; Picture Concepts (FRI, Secondary) keys, 154; Picture Span (WMI, Primary) keys, 151—152; prorating FSIQ on WISC-V, 142—143; Recognition Symbol Translation (Complementary) keys, 162; scoring subtests requiring judgement, 143—144; Similarities (VCI, Primary) key, 146; special considerations for calculating index scores and FSIQ using supplemental subtests, 139—140; special considerations for indexes and FSIQ with subtest raw scores of zero, 141—142; standard scores, 134 Rapid Reference 3.1; subtest raw scores and raw process scores, 134–136; subtest scaled, standard, standardized process scores, and contrast scores, 136—137; subtests composing WISC-V Ancillary Indexes, 141; subtests composing WISC-V complementary indexes, 141; subtests composing WISC-V Primary Indexes and FSIQ, 138; Symbol Search (PSI, Primary) keys, 152—153; types of scores, 133–134; Visual Puzzles (VSI, Primary) keys, 151; Vocabulary (VCI, Primary), 149—150

WISC-V, theoretic structure, 32; exploratory factor analysis of WISC-V subtests, 36 Tab. 1.7; Fluid Reasoning Subtests: Matrix Reasoning, Picture Concepts, Figure Weights, and Arithmetic, 35—37; Long-Term Storage and Retrieval subtests, 40; new Gc clinical composites for WISC-V, 33 Rapid Reference 1.4; new Gf clinical composite for, 35 Rapid Reference 1.5; new Glr clinical composite for, 41 Rapid Reference 1.8; new Gs clinical composite for, 39 Rapid Reference 1.7; new Gsm clinical composites for, 38 Rapid Reference 1.6; Processing Speed Subtests: Coding, Symbol Search, and Cancellations, 39—40; relations with other variables, 41; summary of criterion validity studies for Primary Index Scales and FSIQ, 43—46;
summary of special group studies for Primary Index Scales and FSIC, 42; Verbal Comprehension Subtests: Similarities, Vocabulary, Information, and Comprehension, 33—35; Visual Spatial Processing Subtests: Block Design and Visual Puzzles, 37; Wechsler's IQ versus Spearman's g, 41—48; Working Memory Index Subtests: Digit Span, and Letter-Number Sequencing, 37—39
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Working Memory Domain and Arithmetic and Symbol Translation Subtests, behavioral observations and process-oriented assessment, 378; related to application of Working Memory with Auditory Stimuli, 382–383; related to difficulties with use of auditory processes, 378–379; related to initial registration of auditorily presented verbal information, 382; related to use of executive functions, 380–382; related to use of math calculation and problem-solving skills, 378; related to use of sequencing ability, 379–380
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